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Ž . ŽLet X be a reflexive Banach space and x a nonexpansive resp., firmlyn nG 0
.nonexpansive sequence in X. It is shown that the set of weak v-limit points of the
Ž . Ž Ž . .sequence x rn resp., x y x always lies on a con¤ex subset of an nG 1 nq1 n nG 0
5 5sphere centered at the origin of radius d s lim x rn . This fact quickly yieldsn“‘ n
previous results of B. Djafari Rouhani as well as recent results of J. S. Jung and
J. S. Park. Potential applications are also discussed. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a real Banach space; the norms of both X and its dual X U
5 5are denoted by ? ; we denote weak convergence and strong convergence
Ž .in X respectively by ' and “ . We say that a sequence x isn nG 0
Ž . 5 5 5 5nonexpansi¤e resp., firmly nonexpansi¤e if x y x F x y x foriq1 jq1 i j
Ž w x w . Ž . 5Žall i, j G 0 resp., if the function f : 0, 1 “ 0, ‘ defined by f t s 1 y
.Ž . Ž .5 .t x y x q t x y x is nonincreasing for all i, j G 0 . Firmly non-i j iq1 jq1
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expansive sequences are also characterized by the inequality
5 5x y x F 1 y t x y x q t x y xŽ . Ž . Ž .iq1 jq1 i j iq1 jq1
w xfor all i , j G 0, t g 0, 1 .
Ž .A sequence x is said to be asymptotically regular if x y x “ 0n nG 0 nq1 n
as n “ ‘.
w xIn 1971 A. Pazy 9 proved that if D is a closed and convex subset of a
Hilbert space and if T : D “ D is nonexpansive then the nonexpansive
 n 4sequence T xrn , x g D, always converges strongly to the unique ele-
ment of R I y T of minimal norm. Since then there have been numerousŽ .
extensions of this fact, to more general spaces and to nonexpansive
semigroups. Asymptotic behavior of firmly nonexpansive mappings has
Ž w x .been studied as well. See, e.g., 11, 1, 8, 10, 12 . For a more detailed
historical discussion, as well as notions of Banach space geometry and
w xbasic definitions, we refer to 2, 3 , as well as the more comprehensive
w xbooks 4, 5 .
The study of nonexpansive sequences arose in connection with the study
of iterates of nonexpansive mappings to show that it is possible to draw
conclusions about asymptotic behavior in situations where the domains of
such mappings may not be convex. The asymptotic behavior of such a
sequence follows solely from inherent properties of the sequence itself and
the underlying space. We remark, however, that it appears the results we
obtain in this paper are new even when applied to sequences of iterates of
nonexpansive mappings defined on convex sets.
w xThe present paper is motivated in part by Jung and Park's application 7
w xof a Banach limit technique due to Takahashi 13 . Let X be a reflexive
Ž . Ž .Banach space and x a nonexpansive resp., firmly nonexpansiven nG 0
sequence in X. Below we show that the set of weak v-limit points of the
Ž . Ž Ž . .sequence x rn resp., x y x always lies on a con¤ex subsetn nG1 nq1 n nG 0
5 5of a sphere centered at the origin of radius d s lim x rn . Thisn“‘ n
w xshows, among other things, that the results 7 follow from the more direct
w xmethods of 2, 3 . In the final section we discuss potential applications of
our results.
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR IN REFLEXIVE SPACES
The following notation is used.
C s conv x y x 4Ž .nq1 n
K s conv x y x 4Ž .n iq1 i iGn
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‘
K s KF n
ns0
x y xk 0
F s convn ½ 5ž /k kGn
‘
F s FF n
ns1
5 5 4S s x g X : x s d .d
‘Ž .4REMARK 1. If H s conv x rk and H s F H , then H s F.n k k G n ns1 n
Ž . 4Proof. w g conv x y x rk m there exist a G 0, i s n, . . . , m,n k 0 k G n i
with Ým a s 1 and for whichisn i
m mx xi 0
w s a y aÝ Ýn i ii iisn isn
m Ž . Ž .4m there exists u s Ý a x ri g conv x rk such thatn isn i i k k G n
m 5 5x x0 0
5 5w y u s a F .Ýn n i i nisn
Ž . .4Now let w g F. Then for each n there exists w g conv x y x rkn k 0 k G n
such that w “ w. If u is chosen as above for each n then u “ w,n n n
Ž .4proving w g conv x rk for each n; hence w g H. The reversek k G n
inclusion is proved the same way.
We need the following lemma whose proof is contained in the proof of
w xTheorem 3.1 of 2 .
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let x be a nonexpansi¤e sequence in X. Then theren nG 0
U U Ž U . 5 U 5 2 5 5 2exists x g X such that x , x y x G x s lim x rn for allk ky1 n“‘ n
k G 1.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a reflexi¤e Banach space, x a nonexpan-n nG 0
5 5 Ž 4.si¤e sequence in X, and d s lim x rn . Then v x rn : F l S . If ,n“‘ n w n d
Ž . 5 5in addition, x is firmly nonexpansi¤e, then d s lim x y xn nG 0 n“‘ nq1 n
Ž 4.and v x y x : K l S .w nq1 n d
 4 Ž 4.Proof. Suppose x rn converges weakly to z g v x rn and de-n k w nk
U Ž U . ² U : UUfine f : X “ R by f x [ lim x , x rn . Then f g X and, fork n kk
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U U Ž U . ² U :each x g X , f x s x , z . Thus
xnkU U U² : 5 5 5 5x , z s lim x , F x d « z F d.¦ ;nk k
Now, from Lemma 1, there exists xU g X U such that for n G 0 and
u g K we haven
2 21 x 1 xn n2 2U U5 5 ² : 5 5lim q u G x , u G lim s x .
2 n 2 nn“‘ n“‘
Therefore
xn
5 5d s lim F inf u s d 0, K .Ž .nnn“‘ ugK n
Now since
nqmy11 x y xnqm n
z s x y x s g K ,Ž .Ýn , m iq1 i nm misn
5 5 Ž .letting m “ ‘ we deduce that lim z s d G d 0, K and hencem“‘ n, m n
Ž .d s d 0, K for all n G 0. In particular, taking n s 0, since K s C wen 0
Ž . Ž .get d s d 0, K s d 0, C .0
If X is reflexive then any weak limit z of a weakly convergent subse-
Ž .quence of x rn belongs to F and hence to K, and hencen
5 5d 0, K F d 0, F F z F d.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, since K : K for n G 0, we have d 0, K G d 0, Kn n
Ž . Ž . 5 5s d, which implies that d 0, F s d 0, K s d. Thus z s d, and since
z g F we have z g F l S .d
Ž . w xIf x is firmly nonexpansive then by Theorem 3.3 of 3n nG 0
5 5d s lim x y x .nq1 n
n“‘
5 5If in addition x y x ' z then clearly z F d and z g K ; hencen q1 nk k
5 5z G d. Thus z g K l S , completing the proof.d
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let X be a reflexi¤e Banach space, x a nonexpansi¤en nG 0
5 5sequence in X, and d s lim x rn . Letn“‘ n
xnU U U U U5 5 ² :L s x g X : d x G x , x G lim inf x , for all x g X .½ 5ž /nn“‘
Ž .4ThenB / v x rn : L s F l S . In particular, F l S is con¤ex.w n d d
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Proof. The first inclusion follows from Proposition 1 and obviously L is
convex. Thus it need only be shown that L s F l S . Let x g L. Choosingd
U ² U : 5 5 5 5Ux g S so that x , x s x we conclude x F d. By Lemma 2.1 thereX
exists xU g X U such that
x x y xn n 0U Ulim inf x , s lim inf x ,¦ ; ¦ ;n nn“‘ n“‘
Ýny1 x y xŽ .is0 iq1 i 2U U5 5s lim inf x , G x ;¦ ;nn“‘
hence
xn 2U U U2 25 5 ² : 5 5d G d x G x , x G lim inf x , G x s d .ž /nn“‘
5 5Thus x s d. To see that x g F assume for a contradiction that x f Fn
for some n. Then by the Hahn]Banach theorem there exist xU g X U and
a g R such that
x y xk 0U U² :x , x - a - x , ;k G n.¦ ;k
This implies
x y x xk 0 nU U U U² : ² :x , x - a F inf x , F lim inf x , F x , x ,¦ ; ¦ ;k nn“‘kGn
which is impossible. Therefore L : F l S .d
For the reverse inclusion let z g F l S . To see that z g L observed
² U : 5 U 5 5 5 5 5first that x , z F x z s d z . Since z g F there is a sequence of
Ž . 4convex combinations of x y x ri say of the formi 0
kn x y xŽ .i 0
l ,Ý i , n iisn
where k G n, l G 0, and Ýk n l s 1, which converges strongly to zn i, n isn i, n
as n “ ‘. For « ) 0 there exists n such that for all n G n we have0 0
kn x y xŽ .i 0
z y l F «Ý i , n iisn
and
x x y xn n 0U Ulim inf x , F x , q « .¦ ; ¦ ;n nn“‘
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Thus, for n G n ,0
knx x y xŽ .n i 0U Ulim inf x , F x , l q «Ý i , n¦ ; ¦ ;n in“‘ isn
² U : 5 U 5F x , z q 1 q x « .Ž .
Since « ) 0 was arbitrary, we deduce that
xnU U² :lim inf x , F x , z¦ ;nn“‘
U Ufor all x g X , proving that z g L.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let X be a reflexi¤e Banach space, x a firmlyn nG 0
5 5nonexpansi¤e sequence in X, and d s lim x rn . Letn“‘ n
5 U 5 ² U : ² U : U UMs xgX : d x G x , x G lim inf x , x yx for all x gX .½ 5nq1 n
n“‘
Ž 4.Then B / v x y x : M s K l S . In particular, K l S is con¤ex.w nq1 n d d
Ž . 5 5Proof. Since x is firmly nonexpansive d s lim x y x byn nG1 n“‘ nq1 n
Corollary 2. An argument analogous to the one given in Proposition 1
5 5 Ushows that M / 0. Let x g M. As before x F d, and choosing x as in
Lemma 1 we have
2 5 5 ² U : U 5 U 5 2 2d G d x G x , x G lim inf x , x y x G x s d .Ž .nq1 n
n“‘
Thus x g S . To see that x g F assume for a contradiction that x f Kd n
for some n. Then by the Hahn]Banach theorem there exist xU g X U and
a g R such that
² U : ² U :x , x - a - x , x y x ;k G n.kq1 k
This implies
² U : ² U : ² U : ² U :x , x - a F inf x , x y x F lim inf x , x y x F x , x ,kq1 k nq1 n
n“‘kGn
which is impossible. This proves M : K l S .d
² U :Now let z g K l S . To see that z g M observe first that x , z Fd
5 U 5 5 5 5 5x z s d z . Since z g K there is a sequence of convex combinations
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 4of x y x say of the formiq1 i
kn
l x y x ,Ž .Ý i , n iq1 i
isn
where k G n, l G 0, and Ýk n l s 1, which converges strongly to zn i, n isn i, n
as n “ ‘. For « ) 0 there exists n such that for all n G n we have0 0
kn
z y l x y x F «Ž .Ý i , n iq1 i
isn
and
² U : ² U :lim inf x , x y x F x , x y x q « .Ž . Ž .nq1 n nq1 n
n“‘
Thus, for n G n ,0
kn
U U² :lim inf x , x y x F x , l x y x q «Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 n i , n iq1 i¦ ;n“‘ isn
² U : 5 U 5F x , z q 1 q x « .Ž .
Since « ) 0 was arbitrary, we deduce that
U ² U :² :lim inf x , x y x F x , zŽ .nq1 n
n“‘
U Ufor all x g X , proving that z g M.
w xThe following results of 2, 3 are now simple corollaries of the above
w xtheorems and Proposition 1. See also 7 . We also use the well-known fact
that X U has Frechet differentiable norm if and only if X is reflexive andÂ
has Kadec]Klee norm.
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Let x be a nonexpansi¤e sequence in X and letn nG 0
5 5d s lim x rn .n“‘ n
1. If X is reflexi¤e and strictly con¤ex, then x rn ' P 0 as n “ ‘.n F
5 5 Ž .Moreo¤er P 0 s P 0, with P 0 s d. If x is firmly nonexpansi¤e,K F F n nG 0
then in addition x y x ' P 0 as n “ ‘.nq1 n K
2. If X U has Frechet differentiable norm, then x rn “ P 0 s P 0 asÂ n F K
Ž .n “ ‘. If x is firmly nonexpansi¤e, then in addition x y x “ P 0n nG 0 nq1 n K
as n “ ‘.
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let x be a nonexpansi¤e sequence in X. Thenn nG 0
Ž .0 g F if and only if 0 g K, and in this case x rn “ 0 as n “ ‘. If xn n nG 0
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Ž .is firmly nonexpansi¤e, then x is asymptotically regular if and only ifn nG 0
Ž .0 g K or, equi¤alently, 0 g F .
3. A SIMPLE APPLICATION
To illustrate potential applications of our methods we give the following.
Ž .This problem can of course also be treated by classical methods.
2Žw x.THEOREM 3. Let f , f g L 0, 1 satisfy the following inequality for all1 2
2Žw x.g , g g L 0, 1 :1 2
1 1 1
g t dt y g t dt F f t g t q f t g t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H1 2 1 1 2 2
0 0 0
1r2
1 2F g t q g t dt .Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 2ž /0
Ž . Ž . w xThen f t ’ 1 and f t ’ l for some l g y1, 1 .1 2
2Žw x 2 . 2 2Proof. Let X s L 0, 1 ; R , where R denotes R endowed with the‘ ‘
U 2Žw x 2 ..sup norm. Thus X is reflexive and X s L 0, 1 ; R . Now consider the1
Ž . Ž .firmly nonexpansive sequence x in X defined by x s 2k, 0 andn nG 0 2 k
Ž .x s 2k q 1, 1 for k G 0, and apply Theorem 2.2 kq1
Ž .Remark. Using the fact that any sequence x in X defined byn nG 0
Ž .y1x s I q A x for n G 0 is firmly nonexpansive if A is an accretivenq1 n
Žset in X = X in particular, if A is an operator on X of the form
Ž . .A s I y T for T nonexpansive , many similar examples can be con-
structed.
4. PROBLEM
The question remains whether either Theorem 1 or 2 actually character-
Žizes reflexivity. An affirmative answer to this would follow via one of
w x.James's characterizations of reflexivity 6 from an affirmative answer to
the following problem.
U U 5 U 5Problem. Let X be a real Banach space and let x g X with x s
Ž .1. Does there exist a nonexpansive resp., firmly nonexpansive sequence
Ž . 5 5 ² U :x in X such that lim x rn s 1 and lim x , x rn s 1n nG 0 n“‘ n n“‘ n
Ž ² U : .resp., lim x , x y x s 1 ?n“‘ nq1 n
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Ž .If the above is true then Theorem 1 resp., Theorem 2 would yield the
² U : 5 U 5existence of z g S such that x , z s x s 1.0 1 0
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